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September 26, 2013 

 

 

Susan Haigh, Chair 

Metropolitan Council 

390 North Robert Street 

Saint Paul, MN  55101 

 

Dear Chair Haigh: 

 

We learned that you communicated at the Southwest LRT Corridor Management Committee’s 

meeting yesterday that you are declining to make any attempt to hire a different consultant to 

assist our region in examining ideas or options in solving the challenges with co-location of LRT 

and freight rail in the Kenilworth Corridor.  This comes after the initial consultant under 

consideration stated that it has a conflict of interest in light of its relationship to the railroad 

industry. 

 

We further understand that the rationale you have given is that a “good faith effort” to examine 

new ideas and options was attempted and failed.  Another reason cited by the Met Council is that 

the consultant who opted out, citing a conflict of interest, owing its allegiance to freight rail 

interests, registered an opinion that the best choice had already been made. 

 

We take strong issue with both assertions. 

 

We disagree and challenge your characterization that the Met Council has made a “good faith 

effort” to examine alternative freight options.  In fact, your actions yesterday reverse a 

commitment you made to us and other stakeholders to go back to the drawing board on the 

freight rail question. 

 

We are particularly concerned by the Met Council’s justification to drop examination of 

alternative freight rail alignments by citing an off the record opinion from TTCI. 

TTCI has little familiarity with the particular circumstances of this very complicated situation, is 

not under contract, and did not even begin its examination.  Further, that source itself stated that 

it is incapable of rendering an unbiased, objective point of view – taking themselves out of 

consideration for the very task of giving advice. 

 

We are deeply troubled by the Met Council’s about face on a serious study of alternatives to co-

location of freight rail and LRT in the Kenilworth Corridor. The City of Minneapolis, through a 



letter dated September 20 from Mayor Rybak and with its active participation in the Corridor 

Management Committee, has made concerns with co-location abundantly clear and stated the 

depth and breadth of the issue that should be addressed by a study of freight rail routing options.  

The Mayor also suggested innovative ideas that might get everyone to a mutually beneficial 

resolution.  It is simply wrong to summarily ignore those concerns and proceed with your current 

timeline for decision making on freight rail issues.  

 

We reiterate the sentiments of our previous communication to you.  Failure to fully address 

impacts and alternatives or not allow for thorough and valid input by the public and the City of 

Minneapolis will result in significant delays and may very seriously imperil SWLRT.  No 

decision should be made until the questions are answered and these issues are resolved. 

 

We urge you in the strongest terms possible to postpone the scheduled votes on October 2 and 

October 9 and delay any decision on freight rail options until a new consultant is hired and has 

properly vetted all options. 

 

Sincerely, 

      
D. Scott Dibble, Chair        Frank Hornstein, Chair 

Senate Transportation & Public Safety Committee   House Transportation Finance Committee 

State Senator, District 61      State Representative, District 61A 

       

   
cc:  Governor Mark Dayton 

 Mayor R.T. Rybak 

 Commissioner Peter McLaughlin, Chair, Counties Transit Improvement Board 

 Commissioner Gail Dorfman 

 Council Member Lisa Goodman 

 Met Council Members Adam Duininck, Gary Cunningham, & Jim Brimeyer 

 Southwest Corridor Management Committee 


